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Abstract
Recently adaptive training schemes using model based compen-
sation approaches such as VTS and JUD have been proposed.
Adaptive training allows the use of multi-environment training
data whilst training a neutral, “clean”, acoustic model to be
trained. This paper describes and assesses the advantages of us-
ing incremental, rather than batch, mode adaptation with these
adaptively trained systems. Incremental adaptation reduces the
latency during recognition, and has the possibility of reducing
the error rate for slowly varying noise. The work is evaluated on
a large scale multi-environment training configuration targeted
at in-car speech recognition. Results on in-car collected test
data indicate that incremental adaptation is an attractive option
when using these adaptively trained systems.
Index Terms: adaptive training, incremental adaptation, noise
compensation

1. Introduction
Model-based noise compensation schemes such as Parallel
Model Combination (PMC) [1] and Vector Taylor Series (VTS)
compensation [2] are powerful approaches to adapting HMM-
based speech recognition systems to particular acoustic environ-
ments. For these model-based compensation techniques a num-
ber of conditions must be satisfied for them to perform well.
The impact of the noise on the clean speech must be described
by a mismatch function. In addition noise and “clean”-speech
model parameters must be available. For parameterisations such
as MFCCs mismatch functions can be specified, including the
dynamic features [3]. In general the parameters of the noise
model are not known and thus must be estimated on the test
data using, for example, maximum likelihood estimation [4, 5].
If the speech training data is recorded in high Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) conditions then the “clean” speech models can also
be easily obtained. This is the situation described in a range of
papers, for example [5, 6].

There are however a couple of problems with this standard
scenario. First high SNR condition clean speech training data is
not always available. For most noise-robust speech recognition
applications the data recorded in the target domain will have a
wide-range, and possibly high levels, of background noise. To
address this problem adaptive training has been proposed ei-
ther based on Joint Uncertainty Decoding (JUD) [4] or VTS
compensation [7]. The basic concept and mode of training for
these approaches is similar to Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT)
schemes, e.g. [8]. Rather than treating all the training data as
a single block, it is partitioned up into homogeneous blocks.
Given a canonical model, transforms for each training block are
estimated. Then the canonical model updated given the set of
training data condition transforms. In contrast to schemes like
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SAT the update of the canonical model is made more compli-
cated by the nature of the VTS or JUD transforms. Both the
VTS (VAT) and JUD (JAT) adaptive training schemes are re-
lated to each other as when the number of regression classes
used with JUD is the same as the number of recognition compo-
nents the two schemes become the same. The approaches differ
in the form used to train the canonical model, in [4] a second-
order optimisation scheme is used, whereas in [7] an EM-based
approach is adopted. To date, though the use of JAT was exam-
ined on a broadcast news transcription task, these adaptive train-
ing schemes have not been examined on large training datasets
with a wide-range of noise conditions.

The second problem is the latency introduced by the need
to estimate the noise model for each utterance. The standard
approach to doing this [4, 5] is to perform multiple recognition
and noise estimation runs over the training data, thus operating
in a batch adaptation mode. The larger the number of recog-
nition/noise estimation iterations the greater the latency. In [9]
this latency issue was addressed by using an incremental adapta-
tion mode, where the, possibly smoothed, noise estimates from
the previous utterance was used to decode the current utterance.
This approach was evaluated using “clean” acoustic models.

This paper examines the application of incremental adapta-
tion to adaptively trained systems with large amounts of acous-
tic training data. This combination of approaches, as well as
addressing both limitations with the standard model-based com-
pensation approach, can potentially handle another problem
with adaptively trained systems. These systems cannot be di-
rectly used for decoding as the canonical model parameters are
trained under the assumption that a test set transform is avail-
able. Thus a multi-style trained system is often used to get an
initial hypothesis for each utterance. When using incremental
adaptation this is not an issue as the transform from the previ-
ous utterance can be used. A further problem that can be en-
countered with JAT or VAT systems in low SNR conditions on
more complex tasks is that the initial hypothesis from a multi-
style trained system may be poor. This means that a large num-
ber of recognition/noise estimation iterations may be required
to obtain good performance. With incremental adaptation this
will not be as large a problem as, provided the noise does not
change too much from iteration to iteration, the transform will
be gradually refined as the number of utterances increases.

2. Model-based compensation
In this work VTS and Joint Uncertainty Decoding (JUD) adap-
tation approaches are used. These methods are described in de-
tail in [2, 10], and only a brief description is given here. VTS
and Joint are model based noise compensation approaches. The
require a mismatch function, describes the relationship between
the clean and corrupted speech parameters, to be specified. The
HMM feature vector at time t normally contains static, delta and
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delta-delta coefficients, yT
t = [ysT

t yΔT
t yΔ2T

t ]. For MFCC
features the following form of static mismatch function in the
mel-cepstral domain can be used

ys
t = xs

t + h +C log
“
1+ exp(C-1(ns

t − xs
t − h))

”
= xs

t + h + f (ns
t − xs

t − h) (1)

whereC is the DCT matrix, xs
t , h and ns

t are the clean speech,
convolutional noise and noise vectors respectively. Given the
noise parametersMn={μn,Σn,μh}, it is possible to use Equa-
tion (1) to adapt the model parameters.

For VTS compensation, considering Equation (1), the static
mean, μs

y , and covariance matrix, Σ
s
y , of the corrupted speech

distribution are given by1

μs
y = μs

x + μh + f (μs
n − μs

x − μh) (2)

Σs
y = diag

“
JΣs

xJ
T + (I− J)Σs

n(I− J)T
”

(3)

where the matrix J is the partial derivative, ∂ys/∂xs, evalu-
ated at μs = μs

n − μs
x − μh. To obtain the expression for the

compensated dynamic parameters (Δ,Δ2) the continuous time
approximation [3] is used providing

μΔ
y = JμΔ

x ; ΣΔ
y =diag

“
JΣΔ

x JT + (I−J)ΣΔ
n (I−J)T

”
(4)

where μΔ2

y and ΣΔ2

y have similar form. For each component
m the likelihood of the corrupted speech is obtained as

p(yt|m) = N (yt;μ
(m)
y ,Σ(m)

y ) (5)

Though VTS has been shown to yield large reductions in word
error rate, the scheme is computationally expensive as each sys-
tem component has to be compensated individually.

To reduce this computational load, JUD has been pro-
posed [10]. JUD estimates compensation parameters at the
base-class level. The joint Gaussian distribution of the cor-
rupted speech, y, and the clean speech, x, is estimated for each
regression class r. This can then be used to compute the likeli-
hood of each componentm belonging to regression class r as

p(yt|m) = |A(r)|N (A(r)yt + b(r);μ(m)
x ,Σ(m)

x +Σ
(r)
b ) (6)

The computational advantage of JUD is that the noise transform
T (r) = {A(r),b(r),Σ

(r)
b } is obtained by applying noise com-

pensation at the regression class, rather than component level.
These transforms are then efficiently applied to the system com-
ponents as only a variance bias needs to added.

3. JUD and VTS Adaptive Training
Adaptive training using JUD or VTS is carried out in an EM
framework. Two stages are used: first a new set of transforms
T̂ is estimated given the current canonical modelM. Then new
canonical model parameters M̂ are estimated given the current
transforms T . Multiple iterations interleaving transforms and
canonical model estimation are generally applied [8, 10]. The
estimation of transform parameters is described in the previous
section. In this section the estimation of the canonical model for
JAT [4] is given. However, since when the number of regression
classes used in the Joint case is set equal to the number of sys-
tem components, the same formulae can be applied to VAT.

1The dependence on the noise corrupted speech mean and clean
speech mean on the component have been dropped for clarity.

The estimation of the canonical model is based on maximis-
ing the following auxiliary function:

Q
“
M̂, T̂ ;M, T

”
=

HX
h=1

T (h)X
t=1

MX
m=1

γ
(mh)
t × (7)

log
h
|Â(rh)|N

“
Â

(rh)
yt+b̂

(rh)
; μ̂(m)

x , Σ̂
(m)

x +Σ̂
(rh)

b

”i

where γ(mh)
t is the posterior probability that the observation yt

is generated by component m on heterogeneous training data
segmented into H homogeneous blocks, each of length T (h),
for all valid state sequences given the transcription.

This function can be maximised wrt M̂ using a second-
order gradient based optimisation scheme. For componentm

"
μ̂
(m)
xi

σ̂
(m)2
xi

#
=

"
μ
(m)
xi

σ
(m)2
xi

#
−ζ

2
64

∂2Q
∂μ̂

(m)2
xi

∂2Q
∂μ̂

(m)
xi ∂σ̂

(m)2
xi

∂2Q
∂σ̂

(m)2
xi ∂μ̂

(m)
xi

∂2Q
∂

“
σ̂
(m)2
xi

”2

3
75
-12
4 ∂Q

∂μ̂
(m)
xi

∂Q
∂σ̂

(m)2
xi

3
5(8)

where the first derivatives with respect to μ̂(m)
xi and σ̂

(m)2
xi are

given by

∂Q
∂μ̂

(m)
xi

=
HX

h=1

T (h)X
t=1

ω
(mh)
t,i

“
a
(rh)
i yt + b

(rh)
i − μ̂

(m)
xi

”
(9)

∂Q
∂σ̂

(m)2
xi

=
HX

h=1

T (h)X
t=1

1

2
ω

(mh)
t,i

 
(a

(rh)
i yt + b

(rh)
i − μ̂

(m)
xi )2

σ̂
(m)2
xi + σ

(rh)2
b,i

− 1

!

(10)

with ω
(mh)
t,i = γ

(mh)
t /(σ̂

(m)2
xi + σ

(rh)2
b,i ). Similar expressions

can be found for the Hessian matrix terms. It is worth noting
that each term in the summation is weighted by ω

(mh)
t,i . For

observations with lower SNR the JUD uncertainty bias term
σ
(rh)2
b,i becomes large, decreasing the value of ω(mh)

t,i . This in
turn will de-weight the contribution of such observations to the
estimate of the auxiliary function derivatives. This agrees with
the intuition behind adaptive training.

4. Incremental Adaptation
One of the problems with adaptively trained systems is that
without a transform suitable for test set adaptation they cannot
be directly used for recognition. This is not as much of a prob-
lemwith predictive schemes such as VTS and JUDwhere robust
adaptation can be achieved using a single utterance, compared
to SAT [8]. However initial hypotheses to derive the transforms
are still required. The standard approach for decoding with an
adaptively trained system is as follows
1. For each utterance: i = 1 to N ,Y(i)

2. Initial transform: for the case of linear transform-based
adaptation an identity transform is often used T (i)

0 = I.
3. Initial hypothesis: this is usually obtained from a multi-
environment/speaker trained system. This yields the ini-
tial hypothesisH(i)

0

4. Initialise the loop-count k = 1.
5. Transform estimation: given the current hypothesis,

H(i)
k−1 and transform, T

(i)
k−1, an ML-estimate of the trans-

form parameters is obtained using an EM-based ap-
proach. This stage can be repeated using the same hy-
pothesis, where the transform is repeatedly estimated,
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improving the component posteriors associated with the
EM estimation. The output from this stage is a new esti-
mate of the transform T (i)

k .
6. Hypothesis generation: given the transform estimated
in the previous stage, T (i)

k , the utterance is decoded to
yield a new hypothesisH(i)

k

7. if reached max iteration, stop, else k = k+1, goto (4).

This form of adaptation will be referred to as batch-mode adap-
tation in this paper.

The general process described above can be slightly modi-
fied when using predictive approaches [4, 5]. The initial trans-
form can be estimated from, for example, the first and last 20
frames of the utterance and then the adaptively trained sys-
tem used for decoding. However, since the system is adap-
tively trained, in initial experiments this was been found to yield
poorer performance compared to unadapted multi-style trained
system and so is not used.

An alternative approach proposed in this paper is to use an
incremental adaptation framework. This process is described
below.

1. Initial transform: for the case of linear transform-based
adaptation an identity transform is often used T (0) = I.

2. For each utterance: i = 1 to N ,Y(i)

3. Hypothesis generation: given the transform estimated
in the previous utterance, T (i−1), the utterance is de-
coded to yield a new hypothesisH(i)

4. Transform estimation: given the current hypothesis,
H(i) and initial transform, T (i−1), an ML-estimate of
the transform parameters is obtained using an EM-based
approach.

5. i = i+ 1, goto (3).

This form of adaptation will be referred to as incremental-mode
adaptation in this paper. In previous work this form of adap-
tive training was applied to clean models [9]. It was motivated
from a need to reduce the latency associated with the the stan-
dard batch-mode approach where multiple recognition runs, and
transform (noise) estimation stages, are required.

This form of incremental adaptation is well suited for adap-
tively trained systems which make more use of the training/test
transforms than multi-environment systems. The canonical
models are trained given a transform, and that transform is es-
timated during training on the correct hypothesis. Thus adap-
tively trained systems are typically more sensitive to both the
hypothesis used during test-set adaptation and the number of
EM iterations used in step (5) of the batch-mode adaptation.
The incremental mode described above addresses these prob-
lems to some extent. Provided that the noise does not rapidly
change from utterance to utterance, the transform from the pre-
vious utterance should be a good estimate for the current ut-
terance. This should improve both the hypothesis generated
and the estimate of the transform, as the initial transform will
be better. Thus provided the noise only changes slowly incre-
mental adaptation can become the equivalent of many iterations
of batch adaptation. Another advantage of incremental mode
adaptation is that decoding with the adaptively trained system
is possible, provided that the initial transform is good enough
(though an initial transform for the first utterance of a speaker
is still required).

Depending on the nature of the noise it is also possible to
smooth the noise estimates over multiple utterances. This re-
duces the sensitivity of the transform estimate to errors in the

hypothesis. However, this smoothing process can degrade per-
formance if the noise is rapidly changing. When smoothing is
applied there are a number of approaches that can be adopted.
One efficient approach is to smooth previous transform esti-
mates with the current estimate. The approach adopted here,
which is slower but more accurate is to smooth the statistics
that the noise transform is estimated on. Thus if the statistics
for estimate the transform for utterance i isO(i) then the statis-
tics used to estimate the transform for utterance i+ 1 is

O(i+1) = αO(i) + Õ(i+1) (11)

where the statistics collected from utterance i+ 1 are

Õ(i+1) =

(
. . . ,

(X
t

γ
(m)
t ,

X
t

γ
(m)
t yt,

X
t

γ
(m)
t yty

T
t

)
, . . .

)

α can be tuned depending on the nature of the noise. For all
experiments it was set to 0.6.

5. Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed scheme was evaluated on an
in-car recognition task provided by TREL. The training data for
this task consists of 486 hours of acoustic training data. This
comprises both artificially corrupted clean speech data with car
noise added at a range SNR levels and in-car collected training
data. The feature used were 12 MFCCs appended with the ze-
roth cepstrum, and delta and delta-delta coefficients. The total
number of decision tree clustered states was about 650 with 12
Gaussian components per state and diagonal covariance matri-
ces. Cross-word triphones models were used with three emit-
ting states per HMM. This system is more compact than the
usual form of system built on this size of data, but is felt to be
more realistic for an embedded application. For JUD and JAT a
regression class tree with 64 classes was used, which amounts
to approximately a hundredth the number of components in the
system. The training data was used to build both multi-style and
adaptively trained systems.

The test data used consists of four subtasks recorded ei-
ther with the engine-on (ENON) or driving along a high-
way (HWAY). The SNR-levels for these two configurations
were approximately 35dB and 18dB respectively. The four
small/medium sized tasks were: unknown-length digit sequence
recognition phone numbers (PH), four digits recognition (4D),
command & control (CC) and city names (CN). The first two
contain digit sequences, the third contains in car radio or navi-
gator command and control sequences with a vocabulary of 119,
while the fourth consists of utterances with a single city name
each with a vocabulary of 544. All test sets were recorded
in a car with a microphone mounted on the rear-view mirror.
Though these are not, for example, spontaneous dialog tasks, it
is in-car recorded data which allows an initial investigation of
the proposed approach. The test sets comprise about 30 speak-
ers, each uttering 30 sentences (60 in the CC task). The approx-
imate size of the four test sets in hours is 1.5, 0.75, 2.5 and 0.85
respectively.

For the batch experiments the initial hypothesis was ob-
tained from the multi-style trained system and the initial noise
transform obtained from the first and last 20 frames of each ut-
terance setting μh =0. The hypothesis was updated at each it-
eration. Initial transforms for each first speaker utterance were
obtained in the same way for the incremental-mode.

Initially a contrast of the performance of using multi-style
training or VAT in batch-mode adaptation was performed with
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Iteration ENON HWAY
multi adapt multi adapt

0 1.1 4.5
1 1.5 0.5 3.2 1.6
2 1.4 0.5 2.4 1.5

Table 1: WER(%): multiple batch VTS iterations, comparison
between multi-style and adaptively trained system, PH test set.

the PH task. The results are shown in Table 1. Both systems
used the same initial hypothesis from the unadapted multi-style
system (iteration 0). For the high SNR ENON condition the
use of VTS degraded the performance of the multi-style trained
system. This is because the mismatch function used assumes
a clean acoustic model, rather than the multi-style one pro-
vided. For the low SNR condition HWAY the use of VTS gave
gains for the multi-style trained system. However the adaptively
trained system out-performed the multi-style system for both
ENON and HWAY, with VTS always yielding gains, illustrating
that the VAT neutral model is more appropriate for VTS com-
pensation. The rest of the experiments are based on adaptively
trained systems

Iteration HWAY
PH 4D CC CN

0 4.5 3.0 2.0 14.5
1 1.6 1.5 1.4 13.6
2 1.5 1.3 1.3 11.0

Table 2: WER(%): multiple batch VTS iterations on VAT sys-
tem, all test sets HWAY condition.

The second experiment examined the sensitivity to the ini-
tialisation. Table 2 shows the performance for multiple VTS it-
erations with the VAT trained system using all the test sets in the
HWAY noise condition. For the digit string recognition tasks
(PH and 4D) and the CC task the VTS adaptation worked well.
However for the CN task, which has the highest initial error-
rate and relatively short utterances, the overall performance was
poor. If the number of iterations was increased the performance
on the CN task carried on improving, but in practice using these
large numbers of recognition/noise estimation iterations is im-
practical.

System ENON HWAY AvgPH 4D CC CN PH 4D CC CN
VAT-batch 0.5 0.2 0.7 3.7 1.5 1.3 1.3 11.0 2.53
VAT-inc 0.6 0.3 0.8 3.8 2.0 1.9 1.5 6.8 2.21
JAT-inc 1.2 0.7 0.8 3.6 2.5 2.3 1.7 6.9 2.46
ETSI-adv 1.2 1.1 0.9 4.5 3.1 1.8 1.2 8.2 2.75

Table 3: WER(%): Comparison between 2-iterations batch VTS
on VAT system and incremental adaptation on VAT and JAT sys-
tems; ETSI advanced Front-End results on multi-style system

Incremental-mode adaptation was then compared to batch-
mode. In Table 3 the batch-mode VTS adaptation on a VAT
system is compared with incremental-mode adaptation on both
a VAT and JAT systems. The incremental-mode VAT achieves
about the same WER on ENON noise as the batch-mode VAT
system. For the three tasks on which the batch-mode VAT sys-
tem performed well in the HWAY condition, a degradation in
performance is observed in going to incremental-mode. This is
expected as the the noise estimate from the previous utterance

is being used. However on the CN task in the HWAY condition
incremental-mode adaptation shows large gains over the batch-
mode performance. Incremental mode has addressed the sen-
sitivity to the initialisation for this task. In addition JAT, with
JUD incremental adaptation was run. This is fast compared to
VTS as both noise estimation and compensation is performed
primarily at the regression class level. As expected JAT doesn’t
perform as well as the incremental-mode VAT, but is on average
better than the batch-mode VAT. In addition a system built using
the same training data with the ETSI advanced front-end [11]
was evaluated on this task. For the majority of the test-sets in-
cremental VAT out-performed the ETSI advanced front-end and
had on average about 20% relative lower WER.

6. Conclusions
This paper has examined this use of incremental-mode adapta-
tion with VTS and JUD adaptively trained systems. The use of
incremental-mode adaptation addresses some of the problems
with the standard batch-mode adaptation, in particular the la-
tency from estimating transforms using the current utterance.
Furthermore the use of incremental-mode adaptation, when the
noise is slowly varying, improves the transform estimation as
the transform will be improved after each utterance. The per-
formance of the system was evaluated using a relatively large-
scale multi-environment training corpus, including both artifi-
cially corrupted data and in-car data. In-car collected data from
four small/medium size tasks was used to assess the perfor-
mance. Overall incremental-mode adaptation yielded a lower
average error rate than batch-mode adaptation, or using the
ETSI advanced front-end. This indicates that on real-noise data
the incremental-mode adaptation has good potential benefits for
adaptively trained systems.
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